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Many students seek and many administrators have called for greater student
involvement in important academic decision making. And because faculty members. who
control most academic policies and procedures. have remained strangely silent about
such matters. it was decided to investigate, in a more detailed and systematic fashion
than had been done previously, their attitudes toward student participation in
determining cogent campus policies. At the same time, an effort was made to obtain
data that might indirectly reflect the conventionality of faculty thinking about
approaches to teaching and learning. A randomly selected sample of 200 faculty
members was interviewed at 4 colleges and 2 universities. "Yes". No". or °Don't know
answers to questions regarding specific areas of student participation (e.g..
curriculum planning) could be qualified. There was general agreement that students
should participate extensively in matters of student discipline, but not in the affairs
of a legal governing board. They should be encouraged to complete evaluative types
of questionnaires on teachers. but the results should be seen only by the teacher
concerned In other areas.. a "Yes" vote meant only that student ideas should be
heard but the means for obtaining their views is left unclear. This study has been
highly limited in its sampling of institutions and more land-grant colleges and
universities should be sampled via mailed questionnaires. (JS)
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I. Summary,

Wain the past few years several administrative leaders in

higher education have proposed that students be allowed to partici-

pate in important decision making on their own campuses. Within re-

cent months, particularly, students on many campuses have been clamor-

ing for official and formal arrangements whereby their views can be

heard. Generally speaking, faculty members have been strangely silent

about such matters and a review of the literature suggests that little

is known about faculty views.

let faculty members are in direct control of most academic poli-

cies and procedures and constitute the group in many cases that de-

termine whether or not students participate or are involved in deci-

ion making -- and if so, in what manner or to what degree. Conse-

quently, the major purpose of this investigation was to explore facul-

ty attitudes or opinions about student involvement in determining co-

gent campus policies in a more detailed and systematic fashion than

has been done previously. At the same time, the effort was made to ob-

tain data which might reflect indirectly the conventionality of facul-

ty thinking about approaches to teaching-learning.

A randomly selected sample of full-time faculty members was in-

terviewed at each of the following schools: Carson-Newman Collage,

Inoxville College, Maryville College, George Peabody College for Tea-

chers, Tennessee Technological University, and The University of Ten-

nessee (Knoxville campus). The Interview Schedule was designed so as

to provide two kinds of dots: quantitative and qualitative. each re-

spondent could thus respond "Yes," "Mo," or "Don't Inow" About speci-

fic areas in which students might participate in decision making:

student discipline, evaluation of teachers, academic calendar arrange-
1

ments, curriculum planning, degree requirements, grading systems, fac-

ulty governing board, legal governing board. Each respondent could A

also qualify his remarks in any direction or manner desired. 1

1

5

4

There is agreement among faculty in these several schools that

students Should participate rather fully in matters of student disci-

pline, that they should not participate in the affairs of a legal gov-

erning board, and that they ihould participate in the evaluation of

teachers. This latter means that students should complete evaluative

types of questionnaires and that results should be seen only by the

teacher concerned.

A "Yes" vote in the other areas inquired about mans only that

student ideas and suggestions should be received; thinking is not

clear or crystallised about the means by which student views should

be obtained. Only two of the 200 interviewed
voluntarily made any



mention of the fact that participation by students in important and

relevant decision making on the campus might promote their maturity

and aid the cause of learning.

The present study bas been highly limited in its sampling of in-

stitutions of higher education. Land grant colleges and universities

should be sampled on a larger basis. The obtaining of large samples

within each one would enable the manipulation of more variables (for

example, faculties in different subject matter fields) than in the

present institutions and might also reflect regional variations. A

mailed questionnaire should be used. Multiple choice alternatives

could be provided for specific determination of the types of students

who would represent their classmates and the manner of their selection.
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II. Introduction

"The dogmas of the quiet past are inad-
equate to the stormy present . . . . *

Some observers of recent campus events have suggested that stu-
dent revolt on the one hand and student apathy on the other are both
reactions, in part, to the autocracy of the educational establishment.
Joseph Sboben, for one, has interpreted the assertions of talented
students -- representing 33 colleges and universities who attended the
National Conference on Student Stress in the College Experience late
in 1965 -- to mean:

For many thoughtful students, our halls of learn-
ing are littered with regulations enforced by bureau-
crats, and the bureaucrats can only be conceived as ad-
versaries . . . the undergraduate still yearns to play
a more determinative role and to enjoy more flexibility
in planning his areas of concentration and distribution.

The opinion has been advanced also that the 1964 disturbance at
Berkeley, the most celebrated instance of student discontent, resul-
ted to some degree from the students' desire to have more control over
their own academic lives than has been true traditionally. Indeed, the

Select Committee on Education, created by the Berkeley Academic Senate
of the University of California in tbe spring of 1965, following a year
of study and deliberation, concluded:

Our ideal for the student is that he be provided
with rich opportunities, generous guidance, and plenty
of room for experiment, and that ha be enabled to make
for himself as many of the important decisions about
his own education as possible.2

Numerous publications have reported that students are seeking --
and in some instances demanding -- to participate actively in deter-
mining the academic policies in the institutions they attend. Ferhaps

student creation of the "free universities" sod "experimental colleges"
at several schools best illustrates the depth of their dissatisfaction
with the status sue and at the same time, reflects wbat at least some
of them mean by "academic affairs."

Within the past few years, several administrative leaders in
higher education have proposed that students be allowed to participate
in important decision making on their own campuses. For example,

*Quotation continued on page 19.
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E. K. Pretwell, formerly Dean of Academic Development at the City Uni-
versity of New York, has implored:

Ve should identify competent student leadership
and give it a greater role in helping rue the college
or university.j

President Edward D. Eddy of Chatham Collge has echoed a similar plea:

Student participation, with the fresh point of
view it brings, is highly desirable in such areas as
curriculum planning, evaluation of teachers and teach-
ing, and academic administration including degree re-
quirements, grading systems and calendars.4

President James P. Dixon of Antioch College seems to have captured the
raison d'etre of student involvement in important decision-making in
this assertion:

If one believes that teaching is most effective
when it is'most motivated by the student and that non-
autocratic human behavior has a higher happiness and
survival value than authoritarian behavior, then one
sees in the process of student participation the pos-
sibility that our rather crusty educationaleinstitu-
tions can be moved in desirable directions,'

In this connection, Niger and NCCann
6
have advanced the hypothe-

sis that learner motivation in an instructional setting is a direct
function of the amount of apparent control ehe learner can exert over
the situation; they offer convincing data from a training program in
an industrial plant to substantiate their position.

Generally speaking, however, desires for student involvement and
participation in academic policy-making have been expressed by only
two of the three core groups in the higher education enterprise -- ad-
ministrators and students. By and large, faculty members have been
silent about these matters and only a very few formal investigations
have been conducted.

Prior Research

A survey of 70 institutions in 1951 revealed that students had a
major voice in "student affairs"; yet, in most of the schools, stu-
dents had essentially no voice in "academic affairs."7

An inquiry into the desirable extent of student participation in
policy determination and administration in 109 teacher-training insti-
tutions was conducted in 1959. Since the presidents or their designa-
ted representatives completed the questionnaires, faculty opinions

4



about these matters were only inferences. .Tmenty-six percent of faul-
ties were an& to support greater participation by students, while
fifty-six percent of them presumably preferred no changes. In four of
the colleges, faculties were believed to.desire that the extent of stu-
dent participation be decreased.8

In 1967 the presidents of local chapters of the American Associa-
tion of University Professors were interviewed (as representatives of
their faculties) at the eleven midwest universities comprising the
Council for Institutional Cooperation -- Universities of Chicago, Illi-
nois, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, and Wisconsin; Indiana, Michigan
State, Northwestern, Ohio State, and Purdue Universities.9 The inves-
tigation was an attempt to clarify the role of students in the forma-
tion of university policies -- both "academic" and "social." "Academ-

ic policies" included: qual:.ty of instruction, bite of classes, grad-
ing systems, promotion mul tenure of faculty, examination procedures,
class attendance regula,'Lons, curriculu development, admission stan-
dards, and graduation requirements. "Social policies" referred to:
standards of persoaal conduct, women's hours, student dress standards,
disciplinary procedures, and off-campus living privileges.

The respondents were cautious in discussing student participation
in academic policy-making; the wajority of them believed that the pre-
sent degree of involvement was sufficient -- this meant that student
opinions should be sought in a continuing informal manner, for example,
by having them serve on advisory committees. These faculty members did
not believe that students should be appointed to faculty committees.

in rather marked contrast, these same respondents felt that there
should be more student participation in deciding "social" policy is-
sues than is now the case. Furthermore, it was thought that there
should be less regulatory power by the university over students' per-
sonal and social behavior.

In the final analysis, of course, faculty members are in direct
control of most academic policies sad procedures and constitute the
group which in many cases will determine wbether or not students par-
ticipate or are involved in decision making -- and, if so, in what
manner and to what degree. If, then, students are to be included even-
tually as one group of academic decision makers, a first step toward
such realisation is a better understanding of faculty views toward such
matters than now prevails.

Perhaps an issue closely related to student participation in im-
portant policy making is the extent to which faculty members are con-
ventional in their thinking about teaching-learning arrangemeuts in
general. A recent investigation suggests that teaching-learning is
viewed rather narrowly by these principal directors. Evans10 found
that the faculty of one institution thought of themselves as "good"
teachers, saw lecturing as teaching, and focused almost entirely
upon content.



Purposes

Consequently, the major purpose of ihis ievestigation was to ex-
plore faculty attitudes or opinions about student involvement in deter-
mining cogent campus policies in a more detailed and systematic fath-
ion than has been done previously. At the same time, the effort was
made to obtain data which might reflect, at least indirectly, the con-
ventionality of faculty thinking about approaches to teaching-learning.
Finally, the results of this investigation should suggest directions
for further exploration of these viable themes.
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III. Methods

"For so it is, 0 Lord my God, / measure it;
but what it is that I measure / do not know."

St. Augustine

Decisions about the many facets of data gathering and research de.
sign must always be tempered by the reality factors of time, money, end
existing knowledge of the problem under consideration. There are ap-
proximately 2,300 institutions of higher learning in the United States
and approximately 350,000 faculty members. Moreover, these institu
tions and people vary along many dimensions. The former differ in size,
programs, finances, types of students, philosophies, and others; the
lattar differ in fields of interest or specialization, types of train-
ing, age, length of service, ranks or positions, "personality," and
others. The mein prOblem, too -- decision making -- is a rather nebu-
lous or general one which has not been studied intensively or exten-
sively. For these reasons, all of the possibly relevant variables
could not be considered; rather: segments of them were.selected for in-
vestigation within the confines of imposed reality limitations.

The four-year institutions chosen were located im one geographi-
cal area (Tennessee) and in close proximity to each other: The Uni-
versity of Tennessee (Knoxville campus), Carson-Newman College, Knox-
ville College, Tennessee Technological University, Maryville College,
and George Peabody College for Teachers. These schools represent a
portion of the four-year spectrum of higher education: a large land
grant university; two small sectarian religious colleges -- one Bap-
tist, one Presbyterian; a medium-sized service oriented university; a
small predominantly Negro College; and a teacher training institution.

A randomly selected sample of full-time faculty members was in-
terviewed at each of the schools. Size of the samples ranged from
10-50 percent (the smaller the full-time staff, the larger the sample).
In all instances, every nth name was chosen from an official list of
assistant, associate, and full professors by a designated local repre-
sentative. The University of Tennessee was the only school where sam-
pling was accomplished on a broad specialization basis (for example,
Engineering). The N's were too small to allow meaningful differentia-
tions, that is, samples were not drawn by specific subject matter
specialization (for example, English or Mathematics); there was large
scale utilization of either part-time people, or graduate students, ,

or those with the rank of Instructor at all of the schools.

The representative also arranged appointments for the interview --
in most instances, all were completed on a given campus within a short
span of time (two or three days). When a particular person was not
available, the next nsme on the list was chosen -- this occurred rare-
ly and was due to other pressing commitments or to the individual be-
ing absent from the campus.

4
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An interview approach was utilized rather than a mailed question-
naire for several reasons: 1) faculty members have been complaining
about the increasing burden of questionnaires and many times do not com-
plete then; as a result, the nature of the sample remains a nystm and
2) it was felt that respondents should have an Opportunity to express
their views rather freely about such complex issues.

The Interview Schedule was designed so as to provide two kinds of
data: quantitative and qualitative (see Appendix A). Each respondent
could thus respond "Yes," "No," or "Don't Know" to some of the items
and then qualify his remarks in any direction or manner desired.
Since "decision making" is such an encompassing term and can cover the
creation of minor rules as well as the development of significant and
broad long-range policies, specific activities in wbich students might
participate were identified (note in Question No. 1 in the Interview
Schedule, Appendix 449 that these vary over a range of complexity).
The other three questions were included in an effort to determine
(qualitatively) how respondents felt about students and the manner in
which they perceived the teaching-learning process as well as the ex-
tent to which they had thought about it in depth.

The interviewers were advanced graduate students from the fields
of psychology and educational psychology -- all of them received de-
tailed orientation about the investigation and conducted at least two
dry-run interviews.

Finally, several administrators were also interviewed on each cam-
pus (with the exception of George Peabody College for Teachers*) rang-
ing from two at the smallest school to ten at the largest one.

Current Leticiti.on

At the beginning of the survey, each local representative was
asked to indicate the extent and manner of student participation in de-
cision making on his campus. Such descriptive data can serve, in com-
parison with comparable data collected at later dates, as some indica-
tion of the degree and kind of changes which might occur.

1) The University of Tennessee:

a) Students have served for several years on Disciplinary
Committees of the Administrative Council -- they hold
equal voting rights with the staff on these committees.

b) Students served from the spring of 1966 to the fall of
1967 on an ad hoc Committee on Academic Integrity

*This school was not included in the original proposal. For-
tuitous circumstances made it possible to interview the faculty.

8



appointed by The University of Tennessee Senate -- they
had equal voting rights with faculty members.

c) Early in the fall of 1967, the Ptesident of the Student
Government Association was seated with vote on The Univer-
sity of Tennessee Senate.

d) For several years, the Colleses of Agriculture and Busi-
ness Administration have had student committees serving
in advisoty capacities.

2) Knoxville College:

a) Students serve with vote on a variety of extra-curricular
committees. They.are appointed by the President of the
Student Union.(a student organization).

b) Student representatives serve on a curriculum committee
without vote. They are appointed by the President of the
Student Union.

3) Maryville College:

a) During a recent wide-scale revision of the entire curricu-
lum, student committees supplied ideas and suggestions to
faculty committees -- the latter made the final decisions.

4) Tennessee Technological University:

a) During the school year, 1966-67, under the auspices of
the Associated Student Body, students conducted an evalua-
tion of faculty members via a questionnaire and published
the results.

b) Students serve on a variety of extra-curricular committees.
They are appointed by the Associated Student Body.

5) Carson-Newman College:

a) Students have served in an advisory capacity over the
years on extra-curricular committees.

b) Early in the fall, 1967, the Student Government Associa-
tion raised a number of questions concerning both extra-
curricular and academic affairs.

9



IV. Results and Analuil

"The American mind seema extremely vteher-
able to the belief that any alleged know-.
ledge which can be expressed la figures is
in fact as final and exact as the figures
in which it is expressed." Hofstadter

Faculties

For clarity of presentation and for ease of reading only, the per-
centages of "yes" responses (there mere very few "Don't Know's") are
shown in the tables in the body of this report -- detailed statistics
are to be found in Afpendices B and C. Table I contains the percen-
tage of "Ves" responses to Question No. 1: "Do you think students
should hive a voice in determining -- all, any, or none -- of the fol-
lowing activities within this school (assume no legal aspects)?"

TABLE I

PERCENTAGE OF "YES" RESPONSES OF FACULTIES TO QUESTION NO. 1

Activity

Carson
Newman
College

14-21

Knoxville
College

FO

Maryville
College

14g16

George
Peabody
College

14-17

Tenn.
Tech.

Univ.

14g35

Univ.
of
Tenn.
14-80

Student
Discipline 90 90 100 94 88 88
Evaluation of
Teachers 81 80 93 82 91 83

Academic
Calendar 57 60 56 65 60 59
Curriculum
Planning 24 80 81 71 49 44
Degree
Requirements 24 30 44 47 43 28

Grading
Systems 24 50 68 59 57 54

Faculty
Governing
Board 52 20 44 59 66 53
Legal

Governing
Board 24 20 25 35 20 20

It is to be noted in Table I that well over three-fourths of the
faculty members at all six schools stated that students should have a
voice in matters of Student Discipline and in the Evaluation of Teach-
ers. It can be noted, alLo, that from two-thirds to three-fourths of

10
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qualitative Data on question No. 1

these faculty members believe that students should not participate in
decisions made by the Loa Governing Boards. For the remainder of
the activities or areas, the percentage of "Yes" responses varies con-
siderably from school to school.

Because faculty members had been sampled by broad areas of spe-
cialization at The University of Tennessee, the percentages of "Yes"'
responses (to Question No. 1) by "colleges" within Chat institution
are shown in Table II (see Appendix C for detailed statistics).

It may be seen in Table II that, at one extreme, there is sub-
stantial agreement among the faculties of the colleges in that well
over three-fourths of those interviewed believe that students should
have a voice in Discipline,. At the other extreme, a decideJ majority
believes that students ihould not be involved with affairs of the
Board of Trustees. These results are consistent with those from the
other five schools.

For the remainder of the activities or areas, it can be observed
that there are wide variations in the percentages of faculty members
who replied "Yes" both within a college and among the colleges. Fac-
ulties in Engineering and in Education are less inclined than their
colleagues in other colleges to have students participate in the Eval-
uation of Teachers.

There were marked similarities from school to school in the kind
and degree of participation meant by "Yes" replies and in the reasons
given when a substantial percentage voted "No." In the immediate para-
graphs which follow, the effort will be made to reflect the predomi-
nant trends in thinking and also point out occasional exceptions to
the generalizations.

Student participation in the area of Student Discipline means
that students should serve with minority voting rights on faculty com-
mittees. In the area of Evaluation of Teachers, it means that student
opinions should be obtaired via evaluative questionnaires administered
in classes with the resuAs being seen only by the individual instruc-
tor. In all the other areas, student participation means that their
ideas and suggestions should be heard only. The mechanisms or pro-
cedures by which this might be accomplished are not at all clear, nor
is thinking crystallized about the types of students to be heard.
Possibilities range from general elections from the entire student
body to highly academically qualified seniors selected by the faculty.
By inference, such representatives of the students, however chosen,
would convey concerns to appropriate faculty committees.

By the same token, the reasons given in opposition were similar
from area to area and in substance were to the effect that students

11



TABLE II

PERCENTAGE OF "YES" RESPONSES AT THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE

Question No. 1

Aativity Agriculture
N=14

Business
Administration

N=10
Education

N=9
Engineering

N=13

Home
Economics

N=5

Liberal
Arts
N=29

Student
Discipline 100 80 88 85 80 86

Evaluation of
Teachers 100 90 55 69 80 86

Academic Calendar 71 70 77 15 100 : 55

Curriculum
Planning 71 30 55 8 60 45

Degree
Requirements 64 20 44 0 20 21

Grading
Systems 86 50 55 23 40 55

UT
Senate 79 10 33 62 40 59

Board of
Trustees 50 10 0 0 20 24
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are not mature, do not possess sufficient information, and in the case
of the &ma Governing Boards are too transient on the academic scene
to contribute anything worthWhile.

Exceptions to these generalizations included: 1) The University

of Tennessee College of Business Administration which felt that the
Evaluation of Teachers results should be shared with Department Heads
and Deans, 2) Tennessee Technological University and George Peabody
College where there was no agreement about the manner by which stu-
dents dhould participate in the Evaluation of Teachers, and 3) facul-
ties in professional programs who asserted that students should not
participate in Curriculum Planning and Degree_Requirements, because
"these are matters for the experts" and "students are not familiar
with national standards."

A final portion of this first question was: "Are there any other
aspects of student participation which you would like to mention?" It

was included because significant areas may have been omitted in the
main body of the question and because of the possibility of rich qual-
itative data emerging. Host of the "other aspects" mentioned were
very general in nature such as the need for better communication be-
tween faculty and students. Table III contains the percentage of re-
spondents by institution and by The University of Tennessee colleges
who made no additions.

TABLE III

PERCENTAGE GIVING "NONE"

University of Tennessee
CN KC MC GPC TTU Ag BA Ed Engg HE LA

% %

43 10 38 24 46 14 40 56 62 0 21

When one considers the vast number of policy issues that are be-
ing discussed continually on a campus by standing committees as well
as by ad hoc ones from time to time, it is indeed strange that so few
specific possibilities were mentioned. It also seems strange that in
five of these groups, slightly less than half to considerably more
than half of the respondents did not suggest additional areas in
which students might participate in decision making. There are, of
course, several ways of interpreting these omissions: perhaps they
mean lack of interest or concern and in a related manner they may
mean a narrow or conventional conception of teaching-learning by
faculty members.

13



The questions, ',What characteristics or qualities of undergrad-
uate students today irritate you?" (Number 2) and "What positive char-
acteristics or qualities do you notice in today's undergraduates?"
(Number 3), were included in an effort to determine how faculties felt
about studentz; it was believed that the answers to these questions
BLit, help to explain faculty attitudes toward student participation
in decision-making.

The data were analyzed in a variety of ways but proved to be so
abmiguous as to preclude any meaningful observations. A simple tabu-
lation of each characteristic or quality revealed the respondents to
be most irritated by: students' lack of interest in academic pur-
suits, their irresponsibility or deficiency in self-discipline, and
their unkempt appearance (there are almost no students fitting this
latter description on any of th* six campuses; at The University of
Tennessee, tor example, there are perhaps two dozen unkempt ones
among the 21,000 enrolled). On the other hand, the most frequently
mentioned positive qualities included students': seriousness of pur-
pose, openness and tolerance, and being better prepared academically.
A crude "scoring system" (see Appendix D) revealed that in only two
of the eleven groups, a higher percentage of respondents sae students
more negatively than positively -- the differences are slight.

As a final query, each faculty member was asked: "If you alone
could introduce one major change on this campus which would result in
an improved learning situation for undergraduate students, what would
it be?" Disappointingly, the great majority of suggestions were gen-

4

eral and vague ones; for example, improve motivation, obtain better i
1

faculty, improve physical facilities, and less emphasis upon grades. 1

These general ones were similar from school to school. 1

The very few specific suggestions were also similar from school
to school (with an occasional unique exception) and included: inde-
pendent study for upper classmen, reduce the number of classes carried
at a given tine, and providing an option for eliminating final exams.

The one specific suggestion made more frequently than any other
was that of the need for "smaller classes" -- the epitome of Conven-
tional and traditional thinking.

Administrators

Because of the small size of several of the institutions, there
were only a few academic administrators available to be interviewed.
There were so many at The University of Tennessee and such a variety
that it was difficult to know which ones to choose. In all cases,

however, these respondents were academic administrators -- Deans and
Associate Deans of Colleges, for example, and members of the central
dministrative staff. The data from tits groap can be used for crude
comparisons with the faculty data.
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Table IV presents the percentages of "Yes" responses to question
number one for The University of Tennessee administrators as a group
and for those from all the other schools combined (there were very
few "Don't Know" responses -- detailed statistics are presented in
Appendix 11).

TABLE IV

PERCENTAGE OF "YES" RESPONSES BY ADMINISTRATORS

111==mm.mmmmnimm=milmn
Stud. Eval. of Acad.
Disc. Teachers Cal.

Curr. Degree
Plann. Require.

Grading Fac. Legal
Systems Bd. Board

U.T. 100 100 80 70 80 80 100 30

Others 100 91 91 73 27 73 45 45

It is to be noted that there are striking similarities between
these two groups for all areas except those of Degree Requirements
and Faculty, Governing Boards. Implementation-wise, the thinking of
the administrators is remarkably similar to that of the faculty. For
example, they, too, exhibit great confusion about which students
should represent their peers and how they should be selected.

Since all but four (two at UT and two from Others) of these 21
administrators replied to the remaining portion of question number
oue, "Are there other aspects of a student participation which you
would like to mention," a table does not seem necessary. Mbst of the
suggestions were for students having more controlling voices in vari-
ous extracurricular activities. Two respondents advocated campuses
being "open-communities" in that students should participate in all
decision-making.

Replies to questions number two and three were quite similar to
those of the faculty and again a higher percentage of administrators
see students positively.

The final query was "If you alone could introduce one najor
change on this campus which would result in an improved learning sit-
uation for undergraduate students, what would it be?" By far the
greatest number of suggestions were general in nature such as Imcre
curricular flexibility," "deemphasizing grades," and "better faculty."
Few specific suggestions were made.

Fadulties and Administrators

Although the separate data for the faculties on question number
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one indicate that there are wide variations within that group, a com-
parison of the responses of tbe two mein groups may be instructive.
Consequently, Table V contains the percentages of "Yes" responses for
all the faculty members combined and for all the administrators com-
bined.

TABLE V

PERCENTAGE OF "YES" RESPONSES FOR FACULTIES AND ADMINISTRATORS

Stud. Eval. of Acad. Corr. Degree Grading Fac. Legal
Disc. Teachers Cal. Plana. Require. Systems Bd. Board
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Fac. 92 85 60 58 36 52 49 24

Adm. 100 95.5 85.5 71 53.5 76 72.5 37.5

It can be seen in Table V that for every area or activity, a
greater percentage of administrators than faculty members voted "Yes"
for student participation.

16



IV. ,Sumary Observations

"An ftpert is a person who avoids
all the small errors as he sweeps
on to the grand fallacy."

author unknown

Complete and accurate portrayal of the rich data which emerged
in the present survey is an impossible undertaking. Almost all of
the persons interviewed gave generously and courteously of their time
and appeared to be deeply concerned about the issues at hand. Fur-

ther condensation will surely do violence to the thinking of these
people about these complex matters. Nevertheless, a few summary ob .

servations or conclusions may be in order.

Conclusions

It seems clear that there is agreement'among faculties that stu-
dents ihould participate rather fully determining non-academic pol-
icies. In the present instance, non-academic refers to ,Student auk
211av in the studies reviewed, it is even broader and includes per-
sonal and social behavior in general. Moreover, the current faculty
thinking is consistent with that eXhibited at other schools both now
and as early as 1951.

A second unmistakable trend is agreement among the majority of
those interviewed that students should participate in the EValuation
of Teachers. For the most part, this means that students should com-
plete evaluative types of qiestionnaires about individual faculty mem-
bers and that the results should be seen WI by the teaCher concerned.

A third area of substantial agreement is that students should not
participate 1 affairs of the lual,Geverningi Board of a given insti-
tution. The predominant reasons given in support of this belief are
that students do not possess either appropriate or sufficient know-
ledge about the issues that are considered and that they are transient

in residence.

Generally speaking, a "Yes" vote in the other spheres or areas
inquired about means only that student ideas and suggestions should
be received. Thinking is not clear or crystallized about the manner
by which student views should be obtained. These findings, too, seem
consistent with the recent one conducted with the Presidents of local
chapters of the American Association of University Professors.

Viewing the data as a whole, it appears that faculty members as
a group today tend to be traditional and conventional in their think-
ing ebout teaching-learning issues in general. This is to say, when
given the opportunity, few faculty meribers go beyond such usual
cliches as the need to improve student motivation, the need for more

17



and better faculty members, sod the.peessity for small classes.

Finally, there was one significant and incongruous omission by
these staff members of institutions of higher learning. Only two --
one faculty member and one administrator -- of the 200 interviewed
voluntarily made any mention of the fact that participation by stu-
dents in important and relevant decision-making on the campus might
promote their maturity and aid the cause of learning.

Recommendations

The present study has been highly limited in its sampling of in-
stitutions of higher education and of faculty members. Of course,
additional samples can be of many sorts. /n view of the facts, how-
ever, that the greatest number of students today are in publicly sup-
ported institutions and will probably be in the future, perhaps focus
should be on them. A beginning would be with the large land-grant
establishments on a regional basis -- one in each area -- the South-
west, West, Mid-West, and North Atlantic. Larger samples than the one
at The University of Tennessee within each one of them would enable
the manipulation of more variables than in the present instance and
might also reflect regional variations.

Since The University of Tennessee data might provide some basis
for guidance in construction, a mailed questionnaire might be in or-
der. Matiple choice alternatives could be provided for specific
determination of the types of students who would represent their
classmates and the manner of their selection. At the same time, ad-
ditional activities or areas in which students might participate in
decision making, for example, those at the departmental level, should
be included. Mbreover, a large mailed questionnaire sample would en-
able tapping the variable of faculty members who have been on a cam-
pus where there have been student uprisings versus those who have not.

More penetrating, revealing, and meaningful data about faculty
attitudes toward studentsar se than were obtained herein might be se-
cured by a Semantic Differential Scale.

Perhaps a most enlightening endeavor would be that of determin-
ing the actual extent of student participation in decision making on
a sample of campuses via a mailed questionnaire -- the six campuses
in this study suggest that it is minimal. Such data could provide a
base-line for investigating change over a period of years.

Within a different recommendation context, the results of this
limited investigation seem to have certain implications for some of
the higher education crises at hand. Faculty members need to be far

18
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better educated than they apparently are about the changing times
in which they operate.

Since our case is new, we must think anew,

act anew. We mast disenthrall ourselves."*
Lincoln

*End of quotation started on page 3.
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Interview Schedule

1. Do you think students should have a voice in determining -- all,
any, or none -- of the following activities within this school
(assume no legal aspects):

(DO THE INTERVIEWER -- after obtaining a "yes," "no," or "don't know"
to each activity on the list, elaboration of each "yes" and "no" is to
be sought. For each "no" a question to this effect: "Will you please

elaborate your objections?" For each "yes" a question to this effect:
"I'd like to get your views on some of the necessary details. For ex-

ample, should all students at all levels (freshman-senior) participate?
Should students have full voting rights? How should the students be
chosen?)

a. Student discipline Yes , No , Don't Know

b. Evaluation of teachers Yes , No , Don't Know
C. Academic calendar arrangements Yes , No , Don't Know
d. Curriculum planning Yes , No , Don't Know
e. Degree requirements Yes , No , Don't Know

f. Grading systems Yes , No , Don't Know

E. Faculty governing board Yes , No , Drn't Know

h. Legal governing board Yes , No , Don't Know
i. Are there any other aspects of

would like to mention?
student participation which you

2. What characteristics or qualities of undergraduate students today
irritate you?

(r0 THE INTERVIEWER -- Do not probe - write down only those mentioned
spontaneously and then for each one mentioned ask: This- irri-

tates you to what degree?)

a. Mild , Mod. , Strong
, Strongb.

,..1.1
Mild , Mod.

C. Mild , NW. , Strong

3. What positive characteristics or qualities do you notice in today's

undergraduates? (AGAIN - DO N(T PROBE)

a. Mild , Mod. , Strong
b. Mild , Nbd. , Strong

c. Mild , Mod. , Strong

*1

Modified to save space -- the original contains ample space
between items for notes, etc.
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4. If you alone could introduce one major change on this campus
which would result in an improved learning situation for under-
graduate students, what would it be?

(TO TO INTERVIEWER -- If the suggestion is a general one, attempt
to get a very specific suggestion. IF NO SUGGESTIONS ARE OFFERED

after a few minutes thought, record "none." DO NOT PROBE.)
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TABLE I

PERCENTAGES OF "YES," "NO," AND "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSES
AT NEARBY COLLEGES

Question No. 1

Activity

Carson
Newman
College

N=21

Knoxville
College
N=10

Haryville
College
N=16

George
Peabody
College

N=17

Tenn.
Tech.

Univ.

N-35

Student Yes 90 90 100 94 88
Discipline No 10 10 0 0 12

Don't 0 0 0 6 0

Know

Evaluation Yes 81 80 93 82 91

of Teachers No 19 20 7 6 9

Don't 0 0 0 12 0

Know

Academic Yes 57 60 56 65 60
Calendar No 38 30 44 18 34

Don't 5 10 0 17 6

Know

Curriculum Yes 24 80 81 71 49
Planning No 76 20 19 23 46

Don't 0 0 0 6 5

Know

Degree Yes 24 30 44 47 43
Requirements No 71 70 50 41 45

Don't 5 0 6 12 12

Know

Grading Yes 24 50 68 59 57

Systems No 76 50 19 29 34

Don't 0 0 13 12 9

Know

Faculty Yes 52 20 44 59 66

Governing No 38 80 44 29 29

Board Don't 10 0 12 12 5

Know

Legal Yes 24 20 25 35 20

Governing No 66 70 63 30 66
Board Don't 10 10 12 35 14

Know
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TABLE'II

PERCENTAGE OF "YES," "NO," AND "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSES
THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE

Question No. 1

Student Yes 100 80 88 85 80 86
Discipline No 0 20 12 15 0 10

Don't 0 0 0 0 20 4
Know

Evaluation of Yes 100 90 55 69 80 86

Teachers No 0 10 45 31 20 10

Don't 0 0 0 0 0 4

Know

iAcademic Yes 71. 70 77 15 100 55

0
2

0 0 0 10

Calendar No 22 30 3 85 0 35

Don't 7

Know

Curriculum Yes 71 30 55 8 60 45

Planning No 29 70 45 92 40 51

Don't 0 0 0 0 0 4

Know

Degree Yes 64 20 44 0 20 21

Requirements No 36 80 56 100 60 75

Don't 0 0 0 0 20 4

Know

Activity Agr. B.A. Edu. Engg. Nome Ec. L.A.

N*14 11=10 11=9 N=13 11=5 N=29

Grading Yes 86 50 55 23 40 55

Systems No 14 50 33 69 60 38
Don't 0 0 12 8 0 7

Know

U.T. Yes 79 10 33 62 40 59

Senate No 14 80 67 38 20 34

Don't 7 10 0 0 40 7

Know

Board of Yes 50 10 0 0 20 24

Trustees No 50 90 88 100 80 66

Don't 0 0 12 0 0 10

Know
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Scoring Spite" and Results for Questions Two and Three

Faculties

Wbights were assigned as follows to the replies of each faculty
member; Strong = 4; Mbderate = 3; Mild 2; None = 1. In this man-
ner, two scores -- one for Question TWo and one for Question Three --

were obtained for each respondent. The highest score was interpreted
to mean how that individual felt predominantly about students.

The table below indicates the number of faculty members by groups
who scored highest in each of the categories.

TABLE VI

FACULTY ATTITUDE TOWARD STUDENTS
Questions Two and Three

University of Tennessee
CN IC MC GPC TTU Ag BA Ed Engg RR _LA

Positive 5 4 2 8 16 7 3 7 6 5 6

Irritating 7 4 9 5 9 5 3 2 4 0 15

Equal 9 2 5 4 10 2 4 0 3 0 8

Administrators

The table below indicates similar data for the administrators.

TABLE VII

ADMINISTRATIVE ATTITUDE TOWARD STUDENTS
Questions Two and Three

UT CN ICC MC TTU TOTAL

Positive 4 1 2 1 1 9

Irritating 2 1 0 0 1 4

Equal 4 1 0 2 1 8
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TABLE IV

PERCENTAGE OF "YES," "NO," AND "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSES BY ADMINISTRATORS

Question No. 1

Activity University of Tennessee
N4110

Others
Null

Student Yes 100 100

Discipline No
Don't
Know

Evaluation Yes 91 100
of Teachers No 9

Don't 0
Know

Academic Yes 91 80
Calendar No 9 10

Don't 0 10

Know

Curriculum Yes 73 70

Planning No 18 10

Don't 9 20
Know

Degree Yes 27 80
Requirements No 7 3 20

Don't 0 0

Know

Grading Yes 73 80

Systems No 18 20

Don't 9 0

Know

Faculty Yes 45.5 100

Governing No 45.5 0
Board Don't 9 0

Know

Legal Yes 45.5 30

Governing No 45.5 70

Board Don't 9 0

Know
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